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This book analyzes the place and role of sport within public diplomacy, including theoretical conceptualizations of the category of sports diplomacy as a sub-category of public diplomacy and empirical research of selected examples...
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Special issue on sports diplomacy: editorial / James Pamment. Identifying sports diplomacy resources as soft power tools / Kambiz Abdi... [et al.]. From soft power to sports diplomacy: a theoretical and conceptual discussion / Yo...
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The aim of this article is to understand the relationship between sport and international relations with particular reference to the cases of Korea and Germany. It seeks to critically explore the role of sport as a diplomatic vehi...
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Manchester University Press - 2018
The purpose of this book is to critically enhance the appreciation of diplomacy and sport in global affairs for both practitioners and scholars. The book will make an important new contribution to at least two distinct fields of s...
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Routledge - 2018
Sports diplomacy has previously been defined as an old but under-studied aspect of the estranged relations between peoples, nations and states. These days, it is better understood as the conscious, strategic and ongoing use of spo...
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The Directorate-General for Education, Youth, Sport and Culture (DG EAC) of the European Commission commissioned Ecorys in October 2017 to undertake a rapid review of good practice projects in the context of the European Commission...
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On June 22, 1974, East and West German national football teams met for the first international game of the FIFA World cup. Played in Hamburg, the game ended with an East German victory of 1-0, after a goal scored by Jürgen Sparwas...
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The growing influence of sport has created a unique opportunity to build international relationships for a number of purposes, including cultural, economic, shared humanitarian, and increasingly, political diplomacy. "Case studies...
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P. 207 - Prologue: diplomacy and sport / J. Simon Rofe & Heather L. Dichter. P. 212 - Sport and diplomacy: a global diplomacy framework / J. Simon Rofe. P. 231 - Rethinking diplomatic and development outcomes through sport: toward...
In "Diplomatic games", a team of international scholars examines how the nexus of sport and foreign relations has driven political and cultural change since 1945, demonstrating how governments have used athletic competition to mai...

The growing prominence of East Asia in world politics has also been evident on the playing field. East Asia has become a major player in the world of sport. This first volume of the ISR institute's forume series examines the East ...
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P. 11 - Moving beyond the ping-pong table: sports diplomacy in the modern diplomatic environment / by Stuart Murray. P. 17 - Specifying the global character of sports authority / by Rook Campbell. P. 22 - Selling nations to the wo...
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Global Oriental - 2012
In ordinary circumstances, one could be forgiven for assuming that sport unites rather than divides people. But, as this first in-depth study of inter-Korean sporting life and competition over more than six decades clearly demonst...
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The overall aim of this compilation is to highlight the many ways in which sport and foreign policy are converging within an increasingly globalized world. Our collection draws upon a wide range of international experts including ...